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had to execute certain financial operations relating to the
revenue from this province.
Besides these titles, which themselves indicate the important
position they occupied in the financial administration of the
'Abbasid empire, we find the names of Joseph b. Phineas
and Aaron b. Amram also included in the extremely
enlightening list of forms of address to the state and court
officials of al-Muqtadir.1 They are honoured there with the title
" Court Bankers '% jaTiabidJiat al^hadra (Z^aiA SA.1^), to
whom a particular form of address was due. Undoubtedly
these bankers were privileged Jews, whose relations with
the Caliph and his Viziers were of the closest.
Nearly all the passages that tell us anything about dealings
with Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amram represent them
as acting conjointly. The state authorities, as we shall
presently see, treat them as a unity, and when the Vizier
is in need of money both are requested to appear at Cottcfc.
The loan made to the Vizier is granted by contract conjointly
with both Joseph b. Phineas and .Aaron b. Am ram, and the
punishment with which the Vizier threatens them would have
been borne by both Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amram.2
These indications suffice for us to infer that the two had
formed themselves into a company, and to regard them as
a single firm.3 This firm may have included others besides
Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amram. Such " others "
1 wilz., 15S-9. We suggest that SJul^-j be emended to SJLL&S- ^*)«
Besides these two Jews there was also a certain Zakariyya b. YahaJnnfi.
upon whom the honour of this title was conferred, but we do not hear
anything of kith, or >>ia activities elsewhere. !L. Massignon (Let Passion
fat-HaXlaj, Paris, 1922, i, p. 266) thought that this Zakariyya was also
a Jew, but that is impossible. Vide, now his L'influence de Tlslam att moyen
dge9 p. 5, n. 5, where he admits ts peut-etre un chretien ".
* See Wuz., SO-1 ;   Tan., ii, 8^-5.
s The Gaonic Responsa furnish abundant evidence of commercial partner-
ships and associated enterprises, etc., of this period. Vide J. Mann, JQR.»
new series, x, 324. During the Middle Ages the formation of companies
was also frequent among European Jews. Vide M. Hoffmann, Der Gddhandel
der devischen Judtsn im MittelaUer, Leipzig, 1910, p. 90.

